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Essential ingredients for success in developing a public participation 
strategy within a local authority. Officers can use the accompanying 
questions and prompts, along with the information generated 
through Stage 2, to assemble a toolkit tailored to developing a 
participation strategy for their programme and local context. Your 
bespoke toolkit can provide content for the participation strategy and 
be used to consolidate relationships and buy- in, invite feedback on 
the approach, and provoke a local and appropriate response.

# Resources,

HARD RESOURCES

It is important to consider the hard resources -  time, budget, people, 
space, facilities, technology -  will invariably influence the scope for 
meaningful participation within your programme. However, you 
shouldn't take what's available as fixed; the other resources in your 
toolkit -  relationships, prompts, and soft resources -  can unlock 
further hard resources.

# Resources, # Hard Resources,

BUDGET

Tip: Consider both the programme budget as well as the amount 
allocated to delivering public participation

Tip: Look for funding opportunities unlocked by enhancing public 
participation eg. Good Growth Fund

Tip: Consider production costs of venues, catering, security, 
equipment/furniture hire, props, targeted communications and 
promotion, any special facilities that your programme requires, tools...

# Resources, # Hard Resources, # Budget

PROGRAMME TIME

Tip: Meaningful public participation takes time -  consider how much 
time the programme allows for this

Tip: Identify experts experienced carrying out similar projects in similar 
contexts and seek guidance consider time/resourcing estimates

Tip: With limited time, consider using the programme as a pilot or 
catalyst for participation in later stages where it may be possible to build 
in time 

Tip: Where there is insufficient time to deliver participation and make 
use of its findings, consider focusing on a communications or 
consultation plan to ensure the community is well informed and 
adequately consulted

# Resources, # Hard Resources, # Programme Time

PROGRAMME TIME

Have you looked at the ROLES DECK and mapped out the key roles?
Internally, is there a dedicated officer/team with expertise, a keen interest 
or existing relationships with the community? Perhaps in planning, policy, 
communications or communities/town centre departments? Who do you 
need to speak to enable them to contribute?
Who are the external partners and their motives / incentives / skills?
Can you enable the public to get involved in delivery? 

Tip: Consider if community involvement will be representational, how to 
manage uptake and the group's level of participation. What is the level of 
time commitment required and is this clear in the offer? When involving 
the community, value people's time; avoid strategies reliant on volunteers

# Resources, # Hard Resources, # Personnel
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What data is already available? Does the strategy itself need to 
incorporate explicit information gathering stage to fill any gaps?
Do you require quantitate or qualitative data, or both?
Do you have the appropriate data storage protocols in place?
Do you have the appropriate consent forms for participation?
Has manual data processing time been calculated and accounted for?

Tip: Third or private sector technology partners could assist with 
fieldwork data collection e.g https://www.built- id.com/

# Resources, # Hard Resources, # Data

SOFT RESOURCES

Soft resources necessary to develop a participation strategy are the 
skills, knowledge and experience that rest within people and groups. 
Soft resources are needed at all stages of developing a participation 
strategy to ensure that hard resources are allocated to enabling the 
appropriate kind of participation and reaching the appropriate 
group(s) for your programme, that the strategy uses relevant 
language and techniques, and that the public will have capacity to 
participate as intended.

# Resources, # Soft Resources,

UNDERSTANDING OF PARTICIPATION

What participation skills, knowledge, experience can be harnessed from 
within the local authority? Within the community?

Tip: Share and make the most of in house skills e.g. training, shadowing
Tip: External networks, such as third sector and academic organisations, 
can be drawn on to bolster in- house knowledge

Is there a common understanding within your authority of the various 
forms of participation: informing, engagement and scoping, consultation, 
partnering through co- design or co- production?

Where there are not clear terms of reference for participation, how can 
you enhance understanding within your authority, raise its profile and 
build a collective understanding of definitions?

# Resources, # Hard Resources, # Understanding of Participation

COMMUNITY CAPACITY TO PARTICIPATE

What knowledge and capacity does the community have which would 
enable them to participate, and where are the gaps? Possible gaps are 
policy, viability, procurement...

Tip: Consider the need for a training programme / resources / campaign to 
build community capacity 

Are the existing communications channels by which the authority reaches 
the public? Who owns/uses these? Who do they reach? Are they interactive, 
providing the opportunity for participation rather than just information? Is 
there baseline evidence in the form of surveys, studies or reports available to 
review the communities involvement preferences / interest?

# Resources, # Hard Resources, # Community Capacity to Participate, # Resources, # Hard Resources, # Strategy Development Skills and Knowledge,

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE

What strategy skills, knowledge, experience can be harnessed from 
within the local authority?

What best practice or guidance can you draw on? 

Tip: Consider public and third sector organisations or local students, 
academics, researchers, built environment / other organisations? Similar 
local authorities? Other public sector bodies in advisory capacity e.g. 
TCPA, Homes England? Other parts of the world? Citazen's assemblies 
or local forums? Other sectors eg. healthcare
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SOFT RESOURCES
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COMMUNITY CAPACITY TO PARTICIPATE

What knowledge and capacity does the community have which would 
enable them to participate, and where are the gaps? Possible gaps are 
policy, viability, procurement...

Tip: Consider the need for a training programme / resources / campaign to 
build community capacity 

Are the existing communications channels by which the authority reaches 
the public? Who owns/uses these? Who do they reach? Are they interactive, 
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# Resources, # Hard Resources, # Community Capacity to Participate, # Resources, # Hard Resources, # Strategy Development Skills and Knowledge,

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE

What strategy skills, knowledge, experience can be harnessed from 
within the local authority?

What best practice or guidance can you draw on? 
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COMMUNITY CAPACITY TO PARTICIPATE
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STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE

What strategy skills, knowledge, experience can be harnessed from 
within the local authority?

What best practice or guidance can you draw on? 
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LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

Tip: Local kowledge and understanding that rests in people – within or 
outside of your authority – should complement the hard resource data

Tip: Map what is happening already within the community and 
strategise how to join existing community groups / meetings rather than 
trying to completely reinvent the wheel eg. 'gatecrash' ward councillor 
meetings inviting colleagues from relevant service areas to promote 
working together

Tip: Build in addressing community needs within the strategy eg. Plan 
interaction activities at times when the communities is available/want to 
participate, plan time when community can raise other concerns

# Resources, # Hard Resources, # Local Knowledge and Understanding

LOCAL AWARENESS

Are the basic services such as bin collection being completed and what 
does the community think about the quality of service? 
What's the consultation landscape? 

Tip: Avoid 'consultation fatigue' by mapping past/present/future authority 
and third party activities within the locality -  local authority employees 
may churn but residents are likely to remain in a locality for longer 
periods!

Tip: Consider if responding to more pressing concerns needs to be 
developed in advance and/or alongside participation? This can avoid 
misunderstandings, distrust or disappointment amongst the community, 
or wasting resources 'fire fighting'

# Resources, # Soft Resources, # Local Awareness

PROMPTS

It's useful to have prompts up your sleeve to spark interest in a 
participation strategy, promote understanding, secure commitment, 
buy- in and delivery, and ensure that timely questions are raised 
amongst the network of people/groups involved in the participation 
strategy and wider programme.

# Resources, # Prompts,

TO INTEGRATE AND SECURE PARTICIPATION

How will the strategy be integrated into the authority programme?
Tip: Consider Governance/working structures and schedules e.g. creating 
a steering or working group to continue the cross- service representation

Tip: Map stakeholders who need to sign off strategy (senior management, 
councillors, the community). Consider timeframes and sequence of sign 
off process

Tip: Create enforcement conditions for implementation and insert into 
briefs and/or development management structures

# Resources, # Prompts, # To Integrate and Secure Participation

TO CATALYSE INTEREST AND COMMITMENT

Tip: Some organisations will still require a level of interest to be stimulated 
even if budget/resource has been allocated for participation, usually if 
participation understanding/skills are limited

Has the authority made political commitments for public participation?

Tip: National and local level policies provide a baseline to build on
Are there economic incentives? e.g. project funding linked to certain 
outcomes for public participation, or further funds be unlocked through 
implementing best practice public participation

Can you point to other authorities which have performed well on similar 
projects to spark healthy competition?

# Resources, # Hard Resources, # Community Capacity to Participate, # Resources, # Prompts, # To Outline the Key Asks,

TO OUTLINE THE KEY ASKS

Tip: Map out and share your hard resource needs (budget, time, 
personnel, data)

What depth of involvement is appropriate for the development / scheme / 
project? How is the level of participation prioritised?

Tip: Map what tools you need to deliver your participation strategy? Props 
/ models / drawings / surveys / artwork / display materials / information / 
letters to residents or councillors / people (integrate these into production 
cost estimates)

Who will produce tools, how and what will the cost be?
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UNDERSTANDING OF PARTICIPATION
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can be drawn on to bolster in- house knowledge
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COMMUNITY CAPACITY TO PARTICIPATE
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policy, viability, procurement...

Tip: Consider the need for a training programme / resources / campaign to 
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# Resources, # Hard Resources, # Community Capacity to Participate,
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TO BRING PARTICIPATION TO LIFE

Through analysis of the outcomes of Stage 1 (Roles) + Stage 2 (Root 
Considerations) What methods are most suitable for your programme? 
Where can you build on existing relationships and integrate into existing 
programmes / audiences?

Tip: Build a toolkit, considering ideas like pop- up shops, exhibitions, 
door knocking, community walks, youth workshops

What channels do you intend to use to publicise your activities? 
Consider cost, production time, and sign off time implications? What is 
the scope of your publicity reach? What is your target demographics 
preferred communications channels / platforms are within the locality?
What order do your activities take place? Is time built in for flexibility, 
learnings and or alternative routes within the delivery programme?
# Resources, # Hard Resources, # To Bring Participation to Life

# Resources, # Hard Resources, # To Secure Delivery of Aspirationse

TO BUILD THE PUBLIC'S APPETITE

Tip: Ask your target group how they would like to be involved

Tip: Promote activities that are fun, creative and social

Tip: Enable participation by considering barriers to participation such 
as: geographical distances, accessible transport, childcare / carer 
responsibilities, low- incomes, shift work, language, situation, 
health/disability

Tip: Consider qualities of spaces that participation activities could take 
place: Venues should be familiar, friendly and easily accessible to target 
participant demographic/site. 

# Resources, # Soft Resources, # To Build the Public's Appetite

TO SECURE DELIVERY OF ASPIRATIONS

Tip: Build in reflection/review/evaluation opportunities with the 
community and internal/external partners -  request comments within 
short time frames with co- authors passing document from one to the 
next to make collaborative document more manageable

Through monitoring, KPI's, measures; integrate social value measures. 
Map the different value systems within the locality. How can non- 
financial value systems be measured?

How is data aggregated and reporting visualised?  How is the data 
integrated into the design/output and what are the relationships you 
require to facilitate this?

TO ASSESS THE VALUE OF EXTERNAL SUPPORT

Tip: If using or considering augmenting capacity with external expertise, 
make sure the authority can maximise its value

Who administers the work? What kind of resource is required for project 
management? Is the expert value for money? What is the overall cost?

How is quality measured? Are they endorsed by any public bodies or 
procurement frameworks eg. GLA's Adup framework: 
www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/adup_user_guide_web_0.pdf Are 
there in house personnel who are qualified to evaluate the quality of the 
work carried out and sign off deliverables?

# Resources, # Prompts, # To Assess the Value of External Support

TO SET ASPIRATIONS 

Do you want to engage a specific demographic? If so, why?s
How will the community also be involved / consulted in shaping the 
participation strategy as well as integrating participation into delivery phase?

What are the aims of a participatory approach?

What are the benefits of a participatory approach to development for the 
communities/participants involved?

What are the benefits of a participatory approach to development for the 
local authority?

# Resources, # Hard Resources, # To Set Aspirations,
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Key relationships which officers within an authority should facilitate 
and bring together into a network are internal and cross- authority, 
internal to external, and across different external groups. 

# Resources, # Relationships,

INTERNAL TO EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS

Does the authority have established relationships with community 
groups? Are these constructive relationships? Are there certain 
groups that the authority does not have established relationships 
with? Why is this the case? How can you forge new relationships?

Tip: Explore the potential for community collaboration -  (bringing the 
community into the development of the participation strategy itself)

Tip: Consider what community/local authority co- authors have to 
gain and communicate the benefits / opportunities to both internal 
and external stakeholders. What are their incentives? What are their 
motives? What are their concerns?

# Resources, # Relationships, #Internal to External Relationships

# Resources, # Relationships, # Delivery Relationships

INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS

Tip: Engage and collaborate across service areas (comms, policy, community 
managers, housing management etc.). What are their incentives and 
concerns? Public participation can be viewed as a risk; as well as directly 
addressing colleagues' concerns, seek to build trust and understand threats
Which internal (and external) services might benefit from the community 
insights and relationships you will develop?

Which service area is most appropriate to lead on new participation strategy 
or intervention? Consider existing relationships with community

Tip: Consider establishing a cross- directorate working group emphasising 
change in PLACE and TIME. Residents view the authority as a single entity -  
which it is! Make the most of this

# Resources, # Relationships, # Internal Relationships

DELIVERY RELATIONSHIPS 

Consider how delivery options can foster collaboration eg. if you work 
with an external provider, can you specify the need to bring the 
authority and the community along the way?

How will knowledge/learnings be shared (not lost) along the way? 
How will you integrate a method to capture this into supplier briefs? 
Can training be provided / incorporated?

EXTERNAL TO EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS

Can the authority work as a facilitator to join up different external groups 
with similar missions?

Where are the possibilities to collaborate with different external groups 
eg. community and infrastructure or community and university to acheive 
a shared mission?

Tip: Consider which external services the public would find useful to be 
brought along in planning and development proposals, and make this 
part of your participation offer

# Resources, # Relationships, # External to External Relationships
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